
ONBOARDING

Onboarding pack should provide:
-  style guide for SEP content
-  shared terms and definitions 
 -  tags / categories available for services and events
-  GDPR / SLA agreement
-  API requirements
-  reporting and SEO expectations
Umbraco and other system documentation (GA? 
Reporting)

get accounts to the 
CMS with required 

access level depending 
on roles

get added to regular partner 
meetings to discuss SEP 

services, added to mailing 
lists and inform other 

partners

ADD a NEW service

internal discussion 
about the new 

service (off -  CMS)

discussion with the SEP 
team (if needed) about 

the service content

add new service content 
following style guide,

add start time
add content owner details

approved
or flagged for problem 

to be resolved, EFRS 
notified, KB is ready

Within the partner organisation

Within SEP

In the CMS

EDIT / REMOVE existing  
service

approved
or flagged for problem 

to be resolved

edit or remove a 
service from own 

organisation

EFRS is informed of 
the change and 

updated KB if needed

CMS users who have 
registered an 

interested get notified
(internal users)

CMS users can 
see new content 

was added

Live website new service 
is live

Tech work
appropriate routing to 

partner done and tested
(may be not needed if 

done during onboarding?)

potential change of routing 
made and tested (might not 
be needed as workqueues 

would have been tested 
during onboarding)

change is live
or 

content is removed 
from live website

PARTNER LEAVE SEP

accounts 
are closed

service content is removed, 
unless it was a shared 

service, in that case, only 
the logo is removed

partner services 
no longer on live 

website

THE JOURNEY OF A NEW PARTNER ON SEP
process in place 
already or soon

Accessiblity

more thinking 
needed

KEY

service content could 
be exported or 

extracted if needed by 
the partner?

workqueues are 
configurated in a 
dropdown for the 

partner to select from

decide who will be dealing 
with the content, and admin 
side of the CMS -  what level 

of access, who will report and 
main tech contacts

can preview 
the service

for edit: new review 
date date is set (not 

more than 6 months in 
the future)

can preview 
the service

if on our CRM,  routing to 
specific queues discussed,

configurated, tested
(if product already on CRM, 

then mapping exercise)

If not on our CRM , API 
work done so we can route 
to their required queues  
in their CRM API, tested

logo or other  elements  
specific to the partners have 
been provided and set in the 
CMS (or maybe just provided 

to IT)

sign agreement
(GDPR / SLA)

have a review date to 
publish  (so get 

reminder for regular 
content reviews)

provide KB 
article  for the 

new service

discuss the services they want to 
bring into and have a rationalisation 

exercise with what is already live 
with the rest of the SEP board 

members
What event provider are they using?

FIRST CONTACT

Explain SEP ways of workings
style guide for SEP content
shared terms and definitions 
tags / categories available for 
services and events
reporting needs from the SEP team

Explain the API requirements to 
the partners and make sure they 
have the technical knowledge in 
house to support this -  scope 
the work needed

Discussion we 
had with 
Interface and 
VisitScotland 
should feed this

decide what 
services they want 

to add to SEP

assess any specific needs partners 
might have (accessibility / technical 

and security issues -  access to 
shared resources like sharepoint, 

Umbraco etc...)

Other systems
Sharepoint, Skype, GA, reporting 
tools, other systems / tools we use 
to run SEP and communicate to be 
listed here
-  Can they access it ? 
-  is there training needs?

we already have 
all the CRM 
partners but 
maybe this will 
apply to SoSE?

inform them of the data needed: KB 
article content, workqueue name, 
categories, service content + name 

and email address of the service 
owner for each service

Most is needed in 
Umbraco -  KB is 
to be provided 
separately at the 
moment -  might 
change later

Create accounts 
to other systems 
(SP, and more)

inform all 
partners

all accounts and 
access are closed

reporting data could 
be exported or 

extracted if needed by 
the partner?

This is a work in progress, a 
base to discuss further with 
all the stakeholders involved 
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